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Abstract: A sub-bottom profiler (SBP) can capture the sediment interfaces and properties of different
types of sediment. Horizon picking from SBP images is one of the most crucial steps in marine sub-
bottom sediment interpretation. However, traditional horizon picking methods are good at obtaining
the main horizons representing the main reflectors while ignoring the detailed horizons. While
detailed horizons are the prime objective, many tiny structures caused by interference echoes will
also be picked. To overcome this limitation, an integrated horizon picking method for obtaining the
main and detailed horizons simultaneously is proposed in this paper. A total of three main process
steps: the diffusion filtering method, the enhancement filtering method as well as the local phase
calculation method, are used to help obtain the main and detailed horizons. The diffusion filtering
method smooths the SBP images and preserves reflectors. Enhancement filtering can eliminate
outliers and enhance reflectors. The local phase can be used to highlight all of the reflections and
help in the choosing of detailed horizons. A series of experiments were then performed to validate
the effectiveness of the proposed method, and good performances were achieved.

Keywords: sonar image; filtering; phase; horizon picking; sub-bottom profiler

1. Introduction

A SBP can capture a section image of marine sub-bottom sediments with high reso-
lution and is widely used in marine science research and marine mineral surveys [1–6].
Horizons picked from SBP images represent acoustic impedance difference interfaces and
are the basics for geological interpretation and sediment property analysis [3–6]. How-
ever, the usually used manual horizon picking method limits the development and wide
application of SBP images [3–7]. Automatic picking methods also face many challenges,
especially in the integrated obtaining of both the main and detailed horizons [3].

The main horizons corresponding to reflectors have high intensity and relatively
obvious reflections. The detailed horizons corresponding to small reflectors have relatively
low intensity. The main horizons are important and can be used in waterway dredging
and geological structure analysis [3]. The detailed horizons play an important role in
the discovery of marine mineral resources. For example, the migration of gas hydrate
under the seabed can produce small reflector changes in high resolution seismic profiles,
namely the acoustic blank and acoustic turbidity, etc. [8–10]. The rare earth marine mineral
resources in the sub-bottom can produce reflections of low intensity and can generate
detailed reflectors on SBP images [11,12]. To pick horizons related to the acoustic response
of marine mineral resources, it is necessary to develop an algorithm that is able to select
the main and detailed horizons.

Maroni et al. [6] proposed a multi-resolution horizon picking method based on SBP
images that can obtain the main horizons at a low resolution and can obtain detailed
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horizons at a high resolution. However, because of the complex survey environments
(e.g., the changes of a ship’s altitudes, the instability of the transducer), it is difficult to
obtain horizons using only an amplitude threshold picking method. Moreover, although
the multi-resolution method can obtain detailed horizons theoretically, there will be an
over-picking of detailed horizons. When picking detailed horizons, the complex distri-
bution of sediment can cause many scattered waves, which can cause the reflectors to
not be continuous enough and can create difficulties when working to pick horizons.
Fakiris et al. [13] proposed a multi-scale rotated Haar-like enhancement filtering method
to enhance the reflectors on SBP images. Fakiris’ method is helpful for horizon picking,
and some detailed reflectors can also be enhanced and become easier to pick. However,
only using the rotated Haar-like enhancement filtering method is not enough to smooth
the reflectors on SBP images, and continuous horizons can still be hard to obtain.

Dossi et al. [14] and Forte et al. [15] applied instantaneous attribute-based auto-picking
methods, which used the cosine phase to highlight all of the reflections and obtained con-
tinuous horizons. The introduction of the cosine phase is very important since phase
information can enhance all of the reflections. The detailed sediment reflectors can then
also be highlighted. These methods were mainly aimed at seismic and ground penetrating
radar (GPR) horizon picking, and the full-wave data were usually provided using mea-
suring instruments. However, as for SBP sonar, usually only the instantaneous amplitude
information is provided when converting the collected data into SEGY-format [16,17]. Thus,
the cosine phase information is lost. Zhao et al. [5] introduced the concept of the cosine
phase and the local phase into SBP horizon picking. The local phase can highlight reflectors
on a SBP image without cosine phase information. However, they only used the local phase
to enhance the main reflectors, and the detailed reflectors were ignored.

Wang et al. [18] combined the traditional multi-scale filtering method with the wavelet
analysis method to enhance the reflectors and picked horizons. Li et al. [3] improved
the traditional multi-scale filtering method by designing a no-vertical term and used the
improved method to filter SBP images and help in the horizon picking. However, they had
to choose between acquiring detailed horizons with many outliers and acquiring the main
horizons without detailed horizons.

Diffusion filtering can also be helpful for structure enhancement and noise filtering [19,20].
In the field of seismic data processing, many scholars have employed diffusion filtering
methods to make reflections smooth enough to be interpreted [21–23]. They also modified
the classical diffusion filtering method to better preserve reflection structures. However, these
methods may achieve poor performance when directly applied to SBP data processing. Since
from the image that is exported from SBP has high resolution and displays many interference
echoes, these interference echoes on the SBP image may generate wrong diffusion directions
during diffusion filtering.

Deep learning methods have also been used in horizon picking and show great
potential. Wu et al. [24] and Shi et al. [25] proposed several seismic data processing methods,
including horizon picking based on deep learning models. Deep learning methods need a
lot of samples to help train the models. Usually, these sample datasets are built through
manual picking. Although the performances of traditional automatic horizon picking
methods may not be good enough, it is still important to develop these horizon picking
methods to help generate sample datasets.

To overcome these limitations and to develop an effective automatic horizon picking
method, we propose an integrated horizon picking method for obtaining the main and
detailed horizons simultaneously. First, diffusion filtering is applied to the SBP image, and
the smoothed reflectors can be obtained. The enhancement filtering is then introduced,
and the main horizons are obtained. Next, the local phase image is obtained through
monogenetic signal analysis, and the enhancement filtering is applied to the local phase
image to suppress false reflector structures, and the detailed horizons are obtained after
that. Combining the main horizons and the detailed horizons, the final horizons can
be obtained.
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The rest of this paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 describes the methodology for
horizon picking. Section 3 provides the experimental results. Section 4 is the discussion
portion of the paper. Section 5 summarizes the conclusions and the expectations of the
proposed work.

2. Methods

This chapter begins with a brief introduction of the operating principle of SBP, and
the factors affecting horizon picking are analyzed. The main part of the proposed method
is then presented. The flowchart of the proposed method is shown in Figure 1.
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2.1. SBP Working Principle and Influencing Factors for Horizon Picking
2.1.1. SBP Working Principle

The working principles of SBP are shown in Figure 2a. The SBP sonar transmits an
acoustic wave that is vertically aimed at the seafloor [1]. The acoustic wave is reflected
back when it encounters an acoustic impendence difference interface, e.g., the seafloor or
the interface between silt and sand. A large impendence difference can generate a large
amplitude of the received acoustic amplitude, which can reflect the sediment property.
Thus, the reflected acoustic waves carry information regarding the sediment properties,
which are then received by the sonar.

The received acoustic signal, which is processed by Hilbert transformation, only
provides the instantaneous amplitude (IA) data and these are usually used to build the SBP
image [5]. Figure 2b shows the received acoustic IA data. Since the sub-bottom in Figure 2a
consists of three different types of sediments, the received acoustic IA data have three
peaks corresponding to the three reflectors, respectively, as shown in Figure 2b. These
peaks show the depth information for the reflectors, and the horizon picking task is to
obtain the locations of these peaks automatically.

A typical SBP image is shown in Figure 2c. The area without obvious reflections
above the seabed is known as the water column (WC) area. The WC area reflects the water
environment between the transducer and the seabed. In this paper, the reflector with a
high amplitude and a relatively obvious thickness on the SBP image is named as the main
reflector, and the corresponding picked horizon is named as the main horizon, as shown
in Figure 2c. The reflector with a low amplitude and a thin thickness on the SBP image
is named as the detailed reflector, and the corresponding picked horizon is named as the
detailed horizon. Horizon picking is an important step of SBP data processing, which
directly affects the analysis of data and their follow-up applications.
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2.1.2. Factors Affecting Horizon Picking

1. The discontinuity of the peaks of the received echo sequence: The peak in a
vertical local neighborhood can be recognized as a horizon point when satisfying some
criteria. Theoretically, peaks representing the same reflector are continuous along the track.
However, because of the attitude changes of the survey ship and complex sediments, these
peaks may be discontinuous, bringing difficulties to post-processing and attribute analysis
for the horizons [3].

2. Intensity imbalance: There are intensity imbalance phenomena in SBP images.
Since the acoustic energy decreases when the travel time increases, the reflections from the
deep sediment interface have low intensity compared to the reflections from the shallow
sediment interface [5]. It is then difficult to pick all of the reflections using several intensity
thresholds.

3. Scale parameter setting: Multi-scale horizon picking methods need require the
setting of the scale parameter. A large-scale parameter setting can lose detailed horizons. A
small-scale parameter can help pick detailed horizons. However, some reflections caused by
noise will also be picked as horizons, which induce outliers in the final picked result [3,18].
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2.2. Picking Method
2.2.1. Diffusion Filtering

Diffusion filtering has been widely used in local structure preserving and noise filter-
ing. Seismic data processing research has used diffusion methods to smooth coherences.
Since there are many similarities between SBP data processing and seismic data processing,
diffusion filtering is also employed here to help obtain continuous reflectors.

First, the scatter matrix is introduced. u is the input image, and the scatter matrix
reflecting the local structure of the image is then defined as [19,20]:

∇u∇ut =

(
ux1

2 ux1 ux2
ux1 ux2

ux2
2

)
(1)

where ux1 , ux2 , are the first order partial derivatives of u along the x1 direction and the
x2 direction. To avoid the influence of noise, u(x) is convolved with a Gaussian kernel kσ:
uσ(x) = ( kσ∗u)(x). A new scatter matrix Jρ is then obtained as:

Jρ(∇uσ) = kρ ∗ ∇uσ∇uσ
t. (2)

The scatter matrix is positively semidefinite and has orthonormal eigenvectors Vec1,
Vec2, with Vec1 parallel to(

2j12

j22 − j11 +
√
(j22 − j11)

2 + 4j12
2

)
, (3)

where jlk (l = {1,2}, k = {1,2}) are the elements of the matrix Jρ(5uσ). The vector Vec1 points
out the orientation maximizing energy (namely, the gray-level) fluctuations, while Vec2
gives the preferred local smoothing direction. The eigenvalues corresponding to Vec1 and
Vec2 are given by

µ1 =
1
2

[
j11 + j22 +

√
(j11 − j22)

2 + 4j12
2
]

(4)

µ2 =
1
2

[
j11 + j22 −

√
(j11 − j22)

2 + 4j12
2
]

(5)

The eigenvalues µ1 and µ2 indicate the local structural information. Isotropic struc-
tures exist when µ1

∼= µ2; line-like structures exist when µ1 � µ2 ≈ 0, and corners exist
when µ1 ≥ µ2 � 0. The nonlinear diffusion process is governed by a parabolic equation
that can be viewed as [20]: 

∂u
∂t = div

(
D(Jρ(∇uρ))∇u

)
u(0, x) = u0(x)〈

D(Jρ(∇uρ))∇u, N
〉
= 0

(6)

where N is the unit outward normal. Since the eigenvectors of D should reflect the local
structure on the SBP image, one should choose the same orthonormal basis of eigenvectors
as one gets from Jρ(5uσ). The choice of the corresponding eigenvalues λ1 and λ2 of D
depends on the desired goal. In this paper, we want to smooth preferably within each
region and aim to preserve the edges. This may be achieved by the following choice of the
eigenvalues of D(Jρ):

λ1 =

{
1 i f µ1 = 0
1− exp(−3.315

µ1
4 ) otherwise

λ2 = 1.
(7)

Through solving Equation (6), one can then obtain the image after diffusion filtering,
and the final u after iteration solving is the filtered result.
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2.2.2. Enhancement Filtering Algorithm

Enhancement filtering is applied to the image after diffusion filtering. As shown in
Figure 3, the yellow rectangles mark several reflectors that extend along the horizontal
direction. These reflectors can be recognized as line-like structures, and some filtering meth-
ods can be employed to enhance these structures and eliminate interference echoes [3,18].
Thus, an improved line-like structure enhancement filtering method is used to highlight
reflectors and suppress interference.
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At first, the Hessian matrix is introduced. The Hessian matrix corresponding to the
pixel at x(x, y) is noted as H(x). H(x) = [Gxx(x)*I(x), Gxy*I(x); Gyx(x)*I(x), Gyy(x)*I(x)]. The
original image is I(x). Gxx(x), etc., are the second order partial derivatives of G(x, σ0).
G(x, σ0) is a Gaussian function, and σ0 is a scale parameter. Following the characteristics of
Hessian matrix, the enhancement filtering can then be constructed as [3,26]

IM(σ0) =

{
0 λ2 > 0

V exp(− RB
2

2β2 )(1− exp(− S2

2c2 )) else
(8)

RB =
λ1

λ2
, S =

√
λ1

2 + λ22, V =
1

1 + e−a×(ϕ−m)
(9)

IM(σ0) is the SBP image after enhancement filtering when setting the scale parameter
as σ0. RB and S as well as V have the same size as the original SBP image and are the
descriptors for describing the local structure characteristics of every pixel in the original
SBP image. RB characterizes the line-like structure, S characterizes the structure with high
gray levels on the SBP image, and V is used to suppress the vertical structure. λ1, λ2 are the
eigenvalues of matrix H(x) at every pixel in the original SBP image. β and c have suggested
values [26]. a and m are set as 0.69 and 0.44 as suggested in [3].

Using RB, some blob-like structures can be suppressed. Using S, some reverberations
can be eliminated. V is added to suppress some vertical structures. There are several
intensity imbalance phenomena along the track which bring false vertical structures to
the filtered result in the red rectangles in Figure 3. The addition of V can eliminate these
false structures.

The parameter ϕ in Equation (9) is related to direction information, and it can be
calculated through the method described as below. First, we assume that v1 and v2 are
two eigenvectors of the Hessian matrix H(x) of a pixel (p, q) in the original SBP image.
v2, corresponding to the smaller eigenvalue, represents the principal direction. Second,
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after setting eigenvector v2 = (Lp, Lq) (Lp and Lq corresponding to the x-coordinate and
y-coordinate of v2 respectively), direction information ϕ is constructed as

ϕ(p, q) = arctan(
∣∣∣∣ Lp

Lq

∣∣∣∣) (10)

The final multi-scale enhanced result is then obtained using:

IM(σ) = max{IM(σ0)}
σ0∈[σmin,...,σmax]

(11)

In Equation (11), σmax corresponds to half of the thickness of the main reflector, and
σmin corresponds to half the thickness of the detailed reflector.

2.2.3. Main Horizon Picking

Picking main horizons is employed based on the SBP image after diffusion filtering
and the enhancement filtering. The threshold method is often adopted in horizon picking.
In this method, we assume that the gray level of the pixels belonging to a reflector is higher
than a given threshold [3]. For the main horizon picking, the following rule is adopted:

If
Gp(m)− µp > hσp

otherwise
then,

Accepted
Refused

(12)

where Gp(m) is the gray level of the mth sampling point in a ping; µp and δp are the mean
and standard deviation of the pixel gray levels in this ping; and h is the threshold, which is
usually set to 2. If the gray level of a pixel satisfies Equation (12) and is a peak in a local
vertical neighborhood, then the pixel is determined as a horizon point. After detecting all
of the pings, the main horizon image is formed by setting the accepted horizon points to
255 and all others to 0.

2.2.4. Obtaining Local Phase Image

Through diffusion filtering, many reflectors have been smoothed. However, some re-
flectors are strictly not composed of edge or coherence structures, which have low intensity,
even after diffusion filtering. Thus, the main horizon picking may ignore many detailed
reflectors with low intensity. The local phase is introduced to solve this problem based on
the image after diffusion filtering. The local phase in the field of monogenic signal analysis
is employed to highlight local structures. The local phase image removes the influences of
intensity variations and is usually used for detecting line-like structures [5,27–29].

The details for obtaining the local phase image are described as follows: For a 2-D
signal f (x) (x = [x1, x2]T), the combination of a signal f (x) with its transform forms a 2-D
generalization of the analytic signal, and the monogenic signal is obtained through [27,28]:

fM(x) = (b ∗ f )(x) +
→
i (h1 ∗ b ∗ f )(x) +

→
j (h2 ∗ b ∗ f )(x) (13)

where
→
i and

→
j are quaternion units, and fM(x) is the monogenic signal corresponding to

f (x). B is the band-pass filter (b is the spatial formation of B) with the transfer function and
is used as follows:

B(x) = x · exp
(
−x2 · wl2

)
(14)

where wl is the centre-wavelength expressed in pixel units, and wl is determined by the
average scale parameter. h1 and h2 represent the spatial formation of the convolution kernel
of the Riesz transform Hl(l∈{1,2}):

hl(x) =
xl

2π|x|3
(15)
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The local phase ϕ(x) is then obtained using:

φ(x) = arctan


∣∣∣[b(x) ∗ h1(x) ∗ f (x), b(x) ∗ h2(x) ∗ f (x)]T

∣∣∣
f (x)

 ∈ [−π

2
,

π

2

]
. (16)

Setting the enhanced image IM(σ) as a 2-D signal, namely f (x), through Equations (13)–(16),
the local phase image φ(x) can then be obtained.

2.2.5. Phase Image Enhancement Filtering and the Detailed Horizon Picking

The SBP image after diffusion filtering and local phase calculation are shown in Figure 4a,b.
There are intensity imbalance phenomena on the original SBP image distributed along the
vertical direction, and these vertical imbalance structures will be specifically highlighted after
diffusion filtering and local phase calculation. Thus, there are lots of false structures (as shown
in Figure 4b marked with red rectangles) along the vertical direction. To eliminate these false
structures and enhance the reflector structures, enhancement filtering can be applied to the
phase image. The method described in Equation (12) is also applied to pick the detailed horizon
points based on the local phase image after enhancement filtering.
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Figure 4. Characteristics of processed SBP images. (a) shows the diffusion filtered SBP image.
(b) shows the local phase image of (a).

Through the above process steps, all of the detailed horizon points can be obtained.
These horizon points that are close to each other in 3 × 3 neighborhoods will be recognized
as horizon points belonging to the same horizon segment (for example, the green points
and blue points in Figure 5 can constitute two horizon segments). Every horizon point
belonging to the same horizon segment will be assigned a label. A new image (called
detailed horizon image) is formed by setting the detailed horizon points (p, q) as 255 and
the others as 0.
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2.2.6. Horizon Fusion

Compared to the main horizons, detailed horizons have advantages in terms of
continuity and detailed degree, while the main horizon result has fewer outliers. We then
assume that the blue, the green points, and the black points in Figure 5 are the picked
detailed horizons, and the red points in Figure 5 are the main horizons. The black points
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are outliers that should be removed at the end. We then fuse the main horizons and the
detailed horizons in this section.

Centered at every main horizon point, neighborhoods along the vertical direction can
be defined. As shown in Figure 5, the yellow shadowed areas show the neighborhoods
defined by the red main horizon points. Detailed horizon points that are located in the
yellow shadowed areas can then be found by traversing the yellow areas. Since every
detailed horizon point is assigned a label, the labels of the detected detailed horizon point
can then be obtained after traversing the yellow shadowed areas in Figure 5. After that,
all of the detailed horizon points corresponding to the obtained labels can be extracted,
which means that all of the green and blue horizon points in Figure 5 can be obtained.
If the length of the extracted detailed horizon segment is larger than the length of the
corresponding main horizon segment, the extracted detailed horizon segment will remain,
while the corresponding main horizons will be removed, otherwise, the extracted horizon
segment will be removed as outliers while the main horizons remain. All of the detailed
horizon points with the constraints of the main horizon points can be obtained. Outliers
such as the black points in Figure 5 will be removed.

3. Experiment and Results

In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, the raw data collected by
SBP sonars were selected for the experiments. Figure 6a shows an SBP image surveyed
in ShenZhen in 2016. During the survey, the transducer was mounted on a fishing vessel
in an outboard mode. The water depth in the surveyed area varies from 5 m~15 m. The
sediment there mainly consists of silt and sand. A total of two main reflectors could be
found, and there were many tiny parallel reflections inside the first main layer.

First, diffusion filtering was applied to Figure 6a. The filtered result is shown
in Figure 6b. The tiny reflections in the red rectangle were well-smoothed, and the conti-
nuity of these reflections became more obvious than before. Diffusion filtering simulates
the process of energy diffusion. The energy (namely the gray-level) diffusing along the
vertical direction is caused by the intensity imbalance on SBP image along the vertical
direction. The process of vertical diffusion can generate false vertical structures in the blue
rectangle areas in Figure 6b. Figure 6c shows the results of applying the enhancement
filtering method to Figure 6b. Note that the false structures in Figure 6b were suppressed
because the vertical suppress term designed in Equation (8) can suppress vertical structures.
Based on the result in Figure 6c, the threshold picking method was then employed, and the
picked horizons were shown in Figure 6d. It can be seen that the main horizons have been
obtained, and part of the detailed horizons also have been picked.

Comparing Figure 6a to Figure 6b, the reflectors in the area marked by a yellow
rectangle in Figure 6a disappeared in Figure 6b, and these reflectors were also not enhanced
after enhancement filtering in Figure 6c. In fact, structures in the yellow rectangle are not
very similar to the edge-like structures even though the diffusion filtering method is good
at filtering the edge-like structures. Thus, the local phase was employed, and the local
phase of Figure 6b is shown in Figure 6e. All of the reflections have been highlighted, even
the structures in the area marked by a yellow rectangle. Still, false structures were found in
Figure 6e (marked with blue rectangles). To suppress these false structures in Figure 6e,
enhancement filtering was also used. Thanks to the designed vertical suppress term, many
vertical false structures disappeared in Figure 6f. The threshold picking was then applied
to Figure 6f, and the horizons were obtained, as shown in Figure 6g. The detailed horizons
were kept well, although some outliers still remained. To remove these outliers and obtain
integrated horizons, we fused the main horizons with the detailed horizons. The final
horizons are shown in Figure 7a. Figure 7b shows the superposition of the original SBP
image and the horizon image. The main and detailed horizons were all well picked and
the outliers have been removed. Comparing the result in Figure 7a with that in Figure 6d,
the result in Figure 7a shows more detailed horizons. Comparing the result in Figure 7a
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with that in Figure 6g, the main horizons have been well-kept, and the outliers were
well-removed.

To quantitatively evaluate the picked horizons in Figure 7a, the ground truth should
be obtained first. Through visual interpretation, horizons picked manually were used
as ground truth and are shown in Figure 7c. Classic detection accuracy metrics, such as
precision, recall, F-measure, and accuracy [3], were used to verify the picked result. Taking
the ground truth as the reference, the picked horizons in Figure 7a were evaluated on the
basis that a horizon point is deemed to be correct if the vertical distance between it and its
reference was smaller than seven pixels. The statistical results are shown in Table 1. An
F-measure value of 87%, and an accuracy of 99% were achieved.

Table 1. Analysis of the picked horizons in Figure 7a.

Precision Recall F-measure Accuracy

0.88 0.87 0.87 0.99

We also applied the proposed horizon picking algorithm to a case where a wealth of
detailed horizons exists. Figure 8a shows an SBP image with plenty of detailed horizons.
Here, we only display part of the images for simplicity. The images after diffusion filtering
and local phase calculation were not displayed. Figure 8b shows the filtered image used
for the main horizon picking, and several reflectors with relatively high intensity have
been enhanced. However, some reflectors with thin thickness and low intensity were not
highlighted, and some are nearly invisible in Figure 8b. Figure 8c shows the filtered image
based on the local phase image. Since the local phase image highlighted all of the reflectors,
the detailed horizons can be well-obtained. Fusing the main horizons and the detailed
horizons, the final horizons are shown in Figure 8d. Figure 8e shows the superposition
of the original SBP image and the horizon image, and the picked horizons have good
consistency with the reflectors on the original SBP image.

There is a remarkable phenomenon in this experiment, which is that the reflec-
tors caused by scattered echoes cannot be well-picked. As shown in the red rectangle
in Figure 8a, these reflections representing multiples are mainly composed of scatters and
are not very similar to the line-like structures that can be well enhanced through the en-
hancement filtering method. Nevertheless, for the main and detailed reflectors we are
concerned about, the proposed method achieved good results.

To further verify the performance of the proposed method during deep-sea mineral
resources survey, an SBP image (Figure 9a) obtained using the Parasound P70 SBP sonar in
the South China Sea in 2016 with the water depths ranging from 400 m to 2400 m was used
to pick the main and detailed horizons. During the survey, the transducer was mounted
on an oceanic research vessel in towed mode. Figure 9b shows the filtered image used for
the main horizon picking, and Figure 9c shows the filtered image based on a local phase
image. Figure 9d shows the picked results, and Figure 9e shows the superposition of the
picked horizons with the original SBP image. There are three acoustic blank areas marked
with red rectangles, and these acoustic blanks indicate the traces of gas migration. Acoustic
blank areas can be well-described by the distribution and changes of the main and detailed
horizons and can help interpreters to discover and analyze marine mineral sources.
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4. Discussion
4.1. The Contributions of These Processing Steps

There are three main processing steps in the proposed method, namely diffusion filter-
ing, enhancement filtering, and local phase calculation. We conducted several experiments
to analyze the contributions of these steps.

The diffusion filtering: Both the main horizon picking and the detailed horizon pick-
ing need diffusion filtering to provide smooth reflectors on the SBP image. Section 4.2 will
discuss the contribution of diffusion filtering to the picking of the main horizon. Here, we
calculate the local phase without diffusion filtering and picked the detailed horizons to
analyze the contribution of diffusion filtering on detailed horizon picking. The calculated
local phase image without diffusion filtering is shown in Figure 10a, and the corresponding
horizons are shown in Figure 10b. Compared to the local phase image in Figure 6e, the
reflectors in Figure 10a are not obvious enough. The picked horizons in Figure 10b include
many outliers (marked with red rectangles), which may create difficulties for horizon fus-
ing. It can be concluded that the diffusion filtering method is very helpful for continuous
horizon picking and for the elimination of outliers.
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Figure 10. Local phase and the detailed horizons without diffusion filtering. (a) shows the local phase image without
diffusion filtering. (b) shows the detailed horizons picked from (a). Red rectangles show the outliers.

The local phase calculation: Some reflectors with low intensity can be enhanced in
local phase images. Comparing the main horizons in Figure 6d with the detailed horizons
in Figure 6g, more continuous horizons were obtained from the local phase images.

The enhancement filtering: The effectiveness of the enhancement filtering method
on the main horizon picking has been well described in [3]. Here, the detailed horizons that
were picked without enhancement filtering were analyzed. Figures 11 and 12 show the hori-
zons picked from the image after diffusion filtering and from the local phase image without
enhancement filtering. Many outliers caused by vertical false structures and discrete sedi-
ment interfaces are shown in the area marked with red rectangles in Figures 11 and 12. It
can be concluded that the enhancement filtering method enhances line-like structures well
and weakens the effect of noise, and the vertical suppression term maintains the actual
horizons and removes false vertical horizons.
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4.2. Comparsion with the FrangiV Method

The FrangiV method is a horizon picking method based on enhancement filtering
and threshold picking algorithms [3]. The FrangiV method modified the traditional multi-
scale filtering method proposed by Frangi by adding a vertical suppression term that
can suppress false vertical structures on SBP images. We applied the FrangiV method
to Figure 6a and picked horizons. During filtering, different sets of scale parameters were
used, and different filtered results were obtained, as shown in Figure 13a,c. The scale
parameters used in Figure 13a were smaller than those used in Figure 13c. The picked
horizons in Figure 13b show more detailed horizons than the one shown in Figure 13d.
The performances of both Figure 13b,d are poorer than Figure 7a, especially in the areas
marked with red rectangles. Tables 2 and 3 show the results comparing Figure 13c,d with
the ground truth in Figure 7c. The proposed method achieved a higher F-measure value
compared to the FrangiV method from Tables 1–3. Comparing Figure 13a with Figure 6c,
more detailed horizons were displayed in Figure 6c, which indicates the effectiveness of
diffusion filtering in the proposed method.

Table 2. Analysis of the picked horizons in Figure 13b.

Precision Recall F-measure Accuracy

0.89 0.82 0.85 0.99

Table 3. Analysis of the picked horizons in Figure 13d.

Precision Recall F-measure Accuracy

0.94 0.58 0.71 0.99
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Figure 13. Results using the FrangiV method. (a) shows the filtered result using the FrangiV method
with small scale parameter settings. (b) shows horizons picked from (a). (c) shows the filtered result
using the FrangiV method with large scale parameter settings. (d) shows horizons picked from (c).

Theoretically speaking, the diffusion filtering used in this paper can preserve all edges
and can maintain tiny reflectors. The local phase calculation used in this paper avoids
missing horizons caused by the single threshold picking algorithm used in the FrangiV
method. Thus, detailed horizons can be well picked. The integrated method proposed here
based on diffusion filtering, enhancement filtering, and local phase calculation can obtain
the main and detailed horizons on SBP image and can achieve good performance.

4.3. Limitations and Future Works

Reflectors caused by scattered echoes cannot be picked well using the proposed
method since these reflections are not very similar to the line-like structures that can be
enhanced using an enhancement filtering method. These scattered echoes may be caused
by multiples or the bedrock. Although multiples are neglectable in most cases, they can
be used to calculate reflection coefficients [30]. The bedrock is also very important for
geographical interpretation. Thus, more attention should be paid to picking horizons from
scattered echoes in the future.

Nowadays, deep learning has been developed to work out tough tasks in the field of
sonar data processing and sonar target recognition and has achieved better performances
than traditional methods [31–33]. Our future work, then, is to develop a method com-
bining the framework of deep learning and local phase images to obtain the main and
detailed horizons.

5. Conclusions

This paper proposes an integrated method based on diffusion filtering, enhancement
filtering, and local phase calculation to obtain the main and detailed horizons on a SBP
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image and is verified by data measured in different cases. Experiments show that the
method is able to provide good results. The diffusion filtering method smooths the line-like
structures of the reflectors and eliminates noise at the same time. The local phase image
highlights all of the reflections and is quite important for obtaining the detailed horizons.
Enhancement filtering enhances line-like structures well and weakens the effect of noise.
The suppression of vertical structures in enhancement filtering can maintain the actual
horizons and suppress false vertical structures in images after diffusion filtering and local
phase calculation, which allows accurate horizon picking. In future work, we will further
extend the method to pick horizons representing scattered echoes and combine this method
with a deep learning framework to achieve better results and to realize real-time SBP
horizon picking.
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